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About This Content

Do you want to speed up the standard improvement process a little bit, and join the real battles earlier by saving time? This
package is for you! This is a package that even the strongest Azurian needs, and it contains the items that can make you reach
from one side to the other side of the map at the speed of light! Air hammers to shape your weapons as you desire and items

that help you complete your quests faster are also inside this pack.

The package will be transferred your account after your purchase. To acquire a present, you should click the “Gift” button to the
upper left of the screen.

Remember! You can buy this package only once per account!
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Air Needle

It is used for removing enchantment stones from equipments.

 All of them are unbounded, which means they are tradable.

Phoenix Feather
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You can teleport 7 points that you designated earlier. (It doesn’t apply to Dungeon and Event maps)

1000 uses only

 All of them are bounded, which means they are untradeable.

Air Hammer

The equipment you can use to open a slot for enchantment stones.

 All of them are unbounded, that means tradable.

Mirage Pearl Package

 You can automatically complete Help the Innkeeper Quests by using these stones.

Both packages contain 99 stones.

 All of them are unbounded, that means tradable.

Resurrection Water Package

It enables you to resurrect in the coordination you died.

 All of them are unbounded, that means tradable.

Dungeon Bot Package

The package that you can use the features such as Collecting, Decomposition and Resurrection.

125 hours usage.

It can’t be used in Daily (Dungeons) and Weekly (5 Elements) events.

 All of them are unbounded, that means tradable.

Demon Tower 3rd Floor Ticket

It enables you to go directly to the 3rd floor without having to walk past the 1st and 2nd floors.

 All of them are unbounded, that means tradable.

Note: Any package you have purchased will be sent to the first server you have logged in PDO2, and will NOT be available on
the other servers later on.
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Title: Phoenix Dynasty 2 - Advancement Package
Genre: Action, Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, RPG
Developer:
Ntroy LTD
Publisher:
Ntroy LTD
Release Date: 2 Nov, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: 32/64 bit Versions of Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10

Processor: Pentium (R) D 3.0Ghz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA 5200 128M GPU

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 5 GB available space

Sound Card: Direct X compatible soundcard

English,Turkish
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Can't figure out how to use the new civilizations I just bought. What gives.. Free update more than 10 years after release for one
of the god tier pillar indy game.. Floating heads that sing are my asethetic. this game is great , the music , the refrences , the art ,
if you buy iy because of one review let it be this one , i just wish it was longer. Extremely hard and extremely boring. I have
played about 3 hours on the beta for Afterlife Empire, and just over an hour on the steam release now. I really want to say that
this is a solid game. While it does have it's flaws, it offers fun gameplay and hours of enjoyment at a very reasonable price.

Pros: A solid sim\/strat game that offers good replayability. The audio is decent but not amazing. The graphics are the same. The
graphics feel more like they were made for a tablet\/mobile phone game than a straight out PC release. But the game runs very
smoothly. The only bugs I encountered were during the tutorial. The gameplay is more casual than most of the Theme games, or
Sim games, but that actually helps to work in it's favor imo. I could play for 20-30 minutes and feel I accomplished something,
or I could play for an hour or more. This is a game that I will recommend to my friends who like sim\/strat type games or who
like mobile\/casual games. For the price it is a serious buy.

Cons: The few bugs I did see were during the tutorial. I could not click on objectives, and had to escape out of the tutorial
during the beta (so these bugs MAY be fixed now). This made it harder to get into the game at first. The graphics, for a PC
game, could be better. For my taste I would enjoy more RPG elements, i.e. levelups, or stats... but that is my own personal taste.

Warning!: There is some controversy surrounding this game because of the #GamerGate situation. I say forget that crap and
give the game a try yourself. For the $5 pricetag you get a lot more out of it then most games that are 15-20 bucks on release. I
have enjoyed my time playing this game and I hope you will as well.. Good piece of software.
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 dev. Instead of making it MV resource compatible as promised, the dude goes on and
separately releases a slightly unpgraded version. Although it would make my life slightly easier, I refuse to buy the upgraded
version. I feel cheated enough as is.. Add more levels I have completed them all. sorry. It's an old turn based stratagy game. Well
done, lots of depth, slow gameplay, long games. I really enjoyed it, but it's slow moving. The storyline is fairly well done.
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I can eat rocks.

10/10. If you're coming looking for something like factorio then you're not in the right place.. This game felt like "Vertigo" or
"Budget Cuts" with lots of shooting and sword action.
You will climb and crawl, sneak and infiltrate into enemy's territory.
Very addictive and enjoyable game...highly recommended... Lolz a really funny game. The bad options are very hilarious.

Of course this is not a serious dating tutorial.. This game is Dumb Fun.. Before you read the review be warned that I will be
grading this on an "Indie curve" meaning less than 5 developers

Sound 5/10

The sound is position based and is confusing as to the point of origin of the sound most of the time, not to mention the sounds
are comparitive to sound samples from a bad EDM song.

Battle system 6/10

Lacks any real depth, and most of the battle system is learning how to bug the enemies out so they can't hit you. Also your
primary "slash" attack has the awesome ability to get you stuck in walls and in other places you don't belong and can't escape.

Bosses 2/10

The bosses of this game are all incredibly easy and short lived, and feel like normal enemies, except the final boss which felt
more like the first real boss in the game, but still exceptionally easy. One of my major complaints is you don't heal your health
after a boss though.

Artwork 9/10

The art is gorgeous and was my primary attraction to the game, however it is hindered by bad coding to fit different screen
resolutions and can look a little distorted depending on the resolution you are playing in, which disappointed me greatly.

Storyline 2/10

I started out with a great concept of what needed to be done and I talked to the whole village. I was continually disappointed by
how everyone didn't react to any changes in the plot at the start, or the fact you had a sword. Then after you left the village none
of it really related to the rest of the game and soon as you finish the "prologue" there wasn't really much of anything to the story
besides run through a bunch of areas as fast as you can, and if you want, kill some enemies. Sure people would talk, but it didn't
really mean much of anything, and made no real sense when you string all the sequences together. This is disappointing for an
indie action adventure game as one of the easier tasks is to write dialogue that makes the story actually mean something and
connect the pieces.

Bugs squashed 3/10

*contains spoilers*

One of the major things I have always looked for, be it a flash game, or a normal game, is both major and minor bugs that
inhibit the game, as well as exploits, crashes, etc. Well your main slash ability can put you in an area you can't move, enemies
can sometimes still hit you even if you dodge roll away, double dialogues to someone that you're only supposed to talk to once,
at the start of the game if you leave the sword training area you have to go through the whole screen's process again including all
the training to get through the gate. In the final boss the "laser fields" are sometimes passable and sometimes not, and sometimes
enemies get stuck on them making your slash the only way to get to them, leaving no way back if you don't leave an enemy
around to slash to. Also at one point after exiting and reentering the game to get around this I had no HUD and couldn't see my
health, which was great after the boss when I died first hit to one of the small mobs. Also as another note, in my display
resolution (1366x768) I couldn't see discriptions for the hover overs in the escape menu either.
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*end spoilers*

Overall 5/10

Between the bugs, the general ease of the game to beat it in <1 hour of time, and the lack of engaging story, I rate this extremely
low, even with an indie curve. Some may not share my sympathies, but this could of been polished a lot more to make it far
better than it ended up being.
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